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August 28, 2015 
 
Dear Clients, 
 
We recently posted a new update for the IRIS SQL system.  The changes are summarized below.   
 
IRIS, version 5.0.1.06: 

 D10757 - IRIS - Corrected the addition of FIR record to allow for changing of the FY for an existing 
record. 

 D10765 - IRIS - Fixed an issue when adding a resident whose Medical School name included an 
apostrophe, this caused the resident info to not be added. 

 D10866 - IRIS - Corrected an issue with the M record years complete to be equal to first assignment 
years complete, previously defaulted to the residency code year limit. 

 D10867 - IRIS - Fixed the printout of Audit Report - Print only edit records by Provider, it was not 
including the IRP warnings. 

 D10868 - IRIS - Added a warning to pop up when user begins to add an intern or assignment and 
there is not an FIR created. 

 D10869 - IRIS - Added a validation to entering FIR, the FYE must always be > FYB.  This will now issue 
an error. 

 D10870 - IRIS - Fixed an import issue where we were triggering edit 719 - Master duplicate record 
only when they were exact (would not kick out if they had different residency codes), now will kick 
out if there is a SSN match. 

 D10871 - IRIS - Fixed a cosmetic issue with Search Intern screen, when you go in and out of this 
screen, there would be lines still shown with no names, now the screen is blank until you do a Start 
Search. 

 D10872 - IRIS - Set up validations for entry of Intern assignments to ensure the assignment begin 
and ending dates are within the FIR FY and also to ensure the assign begin date cannot be before the 
grad date (or Foreign Cert date for FMG resident). 

 D10873 - IRIS - Fixed a report issue when you are running the Overlap Report - View Individual IR 
with Overlaps, this was giving an error when running. 

 D10874 - IRIS - Added validation to the Edit Intern fields before saving.  As an example, if a user 
would edit intern and delete the First Name, now an edit is triggered as this is a required field. 

 
You will need to go to our website www.hfssoft.com  and go to the download page.  You may be asked to 
log in.  You will want to select the IRIS link to download.  If you have already installed the IRIS software, 
when you retrieve the download, you will see the following inside the zipped file (ignore the dates below); 
you will only need to run the HFSIRIS.msi.  If you have not installed the system yet, then run the setup.exe. 
 
We are working on updating the system to retrieve updates directly thru the system using Help - Check for 
Updates like we have in the cost reporting software. 
  
If you have any questions or problems with the above, please let me know. 
 
Thanks, 
Luke DiSabato 

http://www.hfssoft.com/

